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CHECKLIST FOR DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENT DESIGN 
 

SOLVEIG A. CUNNINGHAM, PHD 
EMORY UNIVERSITY 

2021 
 

I. Headers 
A. Title of the study in bold type 
B. Name of the organization(s) conducting/supporting/backing the study 
C. (include organization letterhead or emblem if possible)  
D. Date of data collection 

 
II. Introductory statement of 2-4 sentences 

(This is not your IRB form and does not substitute for the appropriate forms – it is a summary for the 
respondent of what the survey is about and what’s involved.  Full details and consent are conducted 
using Emroy-approved Participation Information Statement and Consent Forms; these must be on 
separate sheets from the survey and are not required for this course.) 

A. Introduce yourself and the organization you represent 
B. Remind participant of the purpose of the survey and importance of their participation  
C. Participation is voluntary and information collected is anonymous/confidentiality  (as 

appropriate) 
D. The time commitment you are requesting from them 

 
III. Screening question(s), if needed 

 
IV. Duration 

A. Time interview begins before first question 
B. Time interview ends after last question 

 
V. Instructions for interviewer 

A. Brief, clear overview of instructions at beginning of interview 
a. Call out skip patterns if applicable 
b. Use “CIRCLE NUMBER” or “CHECK BOX,” but not both  

B. Clear, brief instructions throughout the survey as needed 
C. Tell interviewer at every question whether to read response categories out loud 
D. Tell interviewers at every question whether more than one response is possible 
E. Instructions consistent throughout  

 
VI. Respondent ID on every page (this can be in the header of yoru document) 

(except informed consent pages) 
 

VII.  ‘Thank you’ after the last question 
 

Questions 
VIII. Use definitions and clarifications for questions/concepts that may be ambiguous 

 
IX. Ask only one question at a time 
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X. Language 
a. Avoid language that suggests a response (leading) 
b. Avoid emotionally laden or judgemental words and double negatives  
c. Use language that will be understood by respondent (4th grade level or lower) 
d. No jargon/professional terminology, abbreviations, complex concepts or language 

 
XI. Coding response categories 

a. Assign numeric codes for all response categories 
b. Use the same coding scheme throughout the questionnaire  
c. ‘None’ or the absence of some characteristic coded as ‘0’, ‘00’, or ‘000’, etc. 
d. Code missings ‘Unknown’ as ‘9’, ‘99’, or ‘999’ for all questions 
e. Code ‘Other (SPECIFY)’ as ‘8’, ‘88’, or ‘888’  
f. For items where multiple responses can be given, all response options should be coded as ‘1’ 
g. Provide a space for each digit 

      For example, use _ _ NOT __. 
      

XII. For scales  
a. Response options should be balanced 
b. Avoid unclear qualifiers such as “moderately”, “mildly”, “somewhat” 

 
XIII. Response categories 

a. Provide categories to capture all possible answers 
b. Response categories are mutually exclusive 
c. Provide “Other” option if you may have not listed all possible answers 
d. If you want to know what “Other” is, provide sufficient space to write it  
e. Provide “Don’t know” and “Refuse” option unless there is a good reason not to 

 
XIV. Open-ended questions 

a. Only use open-ended questions when clearly necessary 
b. If you use an open-ended question, provide sufficient space for recording verbatim response 

 
XV. Units 

a. Specify time periods: “During the past year / past week/ In/During 2012, did you…?” 
b. Specify possible units of measurement:  age (years or months), weight (kilograms+ grams or 

pounds+ ounces) 
 

XVI. Detail 
a. Do not ask identifiable information unless it is expressly necessary  

(eg. ask age, not date of birth unless DOB truly needed) 
 
Questionnaire Layout 

XVII. Use universal format 
a. Write instructions to interviewer in different font/type  

i. Uniform font for instructions that are not to be read out loud 
ii. Uniform font for information that is to be read out loud to participants 

 
XVIII. Group questions into modules and number modules (eg. A. B. C.) 
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XIX. Arrange questions in a logical sequence 
a. Begin with easy questions that are not threatening, eg demographic, roster 
b. Sensitive/threatening questions toward the end  

i. Consider funneling procedures 
c. When collecting birth, residential, job, or other histories, follow chronological order either 

forward or backward in time 
d. Group questions by topic 
e. At the beginning of each module or when the topic changes provide a lead-in sentence to 

alert respondent. 
f. Before sensitive questions, provide a lead-in sentence to prepare respondent 

 
XX. Number all questions consecutively to ensure that subsequent questions are not omitted and 

facilitate the use of skip instructions 
a. Number questions within modules.  (Eg.  A1., A2., C3) 
b. For questions with multiple parts, add letters (a, b, etc.) to distinguish the parts 

 
XXI. Use skip patterns to ensure that you ask only questions relevant to respondent 

(There should be no “DOES NOT APPLY” in an interviewer assisted survey) 
a. When skip is needed, place SKIP INSTRUCTIONS, next to appropriate response category 
b. If skip requires interviewer to review responses to several questions, create a question for the 

interviewer to answer 
 

XXII. Arrange response categories vertically, in a single, right-justified column 
 

XXIII. When asking identical questions about multiple people or events, consider a table  
a. If using a table, assign a code to each cell in the table 

 
XXIV. Use aids if needed 

a. If you have several questions with the same, complex response options 
b. To facilitate remembering  
c. To facilitate calculations 

 
XXV. Multiple pages 

a. Do not split a question between two pages 
b. Response categories are on the same page as the question 
c. Questionnaire should be double-sided and ‘OVER’ should be written on both sides 
d. If questionnaire is longer than 2 pages, use a booklet format for ease in reading  
e. Number pages 

 
XXVI. Crowding 

a. Do not crowd questions  
b. For long checklists, skip a line every third item 

 
XXVII. Questionnaire should be proofed and look professional 


